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Executive Summary
The identification and characterization of market segments is the most important finding of
this research. This identification represents a change in the previously held functional views
of the market. The previous divisions of the market by industry perspective or some other
non-market characteristics as shown in the original clusters of this study do not fit the
classical def'mition of market segments. In any division of the market into market segments, a
specific need-fulfilling product should be obvious and identifiable. The organization of
industries into clusters as introduced initially did not represent market segments and was
abandoned. The new identification is based on the benefits sought by firms for specific
information needed in management decision making.
Firms known to be geographic information users were asked to participate in a marketing
research investigation to identify and define the desired characteristics and benefits of
geographic information products and to aid in better understanding the product/market
relationship. Research found the market for geographic information products may be divided
into four product-specific information market segments. Benefits sought by customers and the
customers' need for specific attributes in their geographic information products provided the
basis for identifying market segments. The characteristics employed to segment the market
were the purpose of the investigation (main benefits) and the actual features of the
investigation (specific benefits). The investigation revealed four distinct market segments by
the general type of information product needed (e.g., multi-spectral or panchromatic). The
other dimension is represented by the scope of geographic coverage or expanse (i.e., a
specific spatial expanse). These elements combined to define a unique product/market
relationship based on available technology.
The market share division among the segments is relatively equal with shares ranging in size
from 22 to 28 percent of the market. The two larger market segments represent 27 and 28
percent of market, while the smaller segments represent 22 and 23 percent. The largest
market segment, representing 28 percent of the market demand, requires a panchromatic
information product that is site- to area-specific in geographic coverage. Firms in this
segment appear to require small, visible object identification (e.g., buildings, roads, and
markers). These market share divisions were derived from current demand for geographic
information as indicated by firms responding to the survey questionnaire.
The other large market segment demands a multi-spectral information product with a broad
regional expanse of geographic coverage. The specific demand seems to be for a low- to
medium-resolution, multi-spectral, information product affording a wide range of geographic
coverage.
The smallest market segment, with 22 percent of the total demand, requires a higher-
resolution, multi-spectral, geographic information product. The demand in this segment is for
a high-resolution multi-spectral information product with a site-specific geographic coverage.
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A third segment representing 23 percent of the market centers on an implied need for
elevation and contour information products. The geographic information to meet their
requirements shows a critical need for site-specific coverage, which may expand to a larger
area, but not to a complete region.
A unique set of features and attributes defines the demand in each market segment that can be
satisfied by a single type of information product. The geographic requisites of most firms
appear to be very diverse. The diversity of needs calls for more than one product, as most
needs cannot be satisfied by any single information product. An inability to fulfill all the
needs of most firms may result with products developed for only one market segment. A firm
or firms in an industry may have requirements that cannot be met by products developed for
a single segments needs.
For example, a trend analysis indicated a 150 percent increase from current demand in the
number of firms anticipating a greater or increasing need for thermal data or information in
the future. In the same analysis, respondents indicated an increasing future demand for both
soil and water monitoring information. The expected increases in soil and water monitoring
information as indicated by the survey are approximately 30 and 40 percent, respectively.
General Information
The two primary methods used in collecting geographic data or information are traditional
maps and field sampling. Together they represent approximately 75 percent of the
expenditure by firms for geographic data or information products. Although satellite imagery
was a selection category, it represented only 3 percent of the average firm's expenditures and
14 percent of the responses indicating its use.
The delivery time question demonstrated an increase of one third in the number of firms
desiring information in less than 7 days. Overall there was a notable increase in the
proportions of firms selecting an ideal delivery time much shorter than the current expected
delivery schedules.
Generally all firms expressed a desire for improvements in data accuracy, timeliness, cost, and
ease of use. Accuracy of data was the most frequently chosen improvement; cost was second,
and timeliness tied for third with ease of use.
Respondents maintained a willingness to incur additional expense to obtain more current
geographic information. When firms within industries were evaluated individually, more than
75 percent of the firms within the environmental and utility industries said they were willing
to incur additional expense for more current data.
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UNDERSTANDING THE MARKET FOR GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION: A USER NEEDS APPROACH
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The market for geographic information is beginning to require increasingly larger quantities of
data and a greater variety of information products supplied in a more timely and consistent
manner. Additionally, the market place is recognizing the benefits, attributes," and
applications of geographic information products developed through remote sensing
technology. Geographic information applications can be categorized into three managerial
decision areas: competitive decision formulation, internal situation analysis, and demonstration
of regulatory compliance. The applications of remote sensing technology as a data collection
method can aid in investigating geographic problems and situations. Information products
may assist decision makers in generating more effective judgments. The advantages of
products developed from remote sensing technology over traditional methods of data
collection have precipitated the cultivation of commercial information products using this
relatively new technology. NASA Headquarters' Office of Advanced Concepts and
Technology in Washington, DC, and the Commercial Remote Sensing Program Office
(CRSPO) at the John C. Stennis Space Center, MS, are now championing this approach to
gathering geographic data.
1.1 POLICY CHANGE
An end to the cold war has prompted a change in policy by the U.S. government, mainly
through the Department of Defense, toward remote sensing data collection and sales by
commercial organizations. Particularly sensitive to release have been the higher spatial
resolution data that are more desirable for some commercial applications. Policy changes
allowing private firms to obtain high-resolution data have created opportunities for these firms
to open new markets desiring this information. Firms recognizing the opportunities are
designing and developing products based on the newly available higher-resolution data. Care
should be taken by marketers and related firms to understand the needs, desires, and the size
of both domestic and international markets when designing and developing these highly
technical and innovative high-resolution products. In the past some firms have designed and
developed their products, utilizing substantial technical skill and innovation, unfortunately,
this did not include a basic understanding of the needs, desires, or market potential of either
the domestic or international markets.
As a result, current applications, potential uses, and the emerging market needs for new
higher-resolution geographic information are beginning to materialize. Commercialization of
higher-resolution, government-developed or sponsored advanced technology with new and
improved products is appearing regularly.
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Aerospace firms and other geographic data collectors using remote sensing technology,
intermediaries who design and develop information products, and value-added
retailers/vendors are constantly reassessing the geographic information market in hopes of
identifying needs that can be satisfied by existing products. A constant problem for these
firms is determining and understanding the needs of the new and emerging markets and the
specific geographic information products required to satisfy a growing demand. The various
product uses are so diverse and the products are so specific in the delivered information
benefits that one product often will not meet all of a buyer's geographic information needs.
Several confounding factors limit the commercialization of data, obtained through remote
sensing technology, into market viable information products. First, a mass market for
geographic information products apparently does not exist. Instead, many market segments or
niche markets are demanding products to fit their specific needs. Second, market segments
and niche markets need to be identified so sellers can understand, design, and produce
products to satisfy target market needs. Third, core markets for information products are so
diverse and the need so narrow that even large international firms and governments seek
specific geographic information. Finally, product markets necessitate in-depth investigations
to determine the benefits desired by firms within each market segment or niche and the
products which will best satisfy those needs.
For many firms the need for geographic information is so diverse it is impossible for one type
of product to fill the information gap. Many different products may be required to satisfy a
firm's entire need for geographic information. Some products may have multiple uses or be
applicable to more than one problem or business situation within a firm. Information
products provide a permanent record of current conditions and may be used and compared in
a change analysis. These records are demonstrable proof of chronological conditions and may
represent a record of change for regulation compliance or other conditions of physical change
in geography.
A fuller understanding of the actual market may be gained through a broad-base investigation
to develop a fuller understanding of market segmentation and market demand. Such research
would foster greater appreciation for and comprehension of the multiplicity of buyers' needs.
These diverse needs for geographic information products require a broad market analysis to
investigate and focus more thoroughly on the end-user product/market needs. The consumer
analysis uncovers opportunities to satisfy customer product needs.
Marketing research designed to contribute a better understanding of the market needs and
demands for geographic information would assist data and information providers,
intermediaries, and retailers/vendors in developing need-satisfying products. Innovative
products could be designed and developed to comply with customer specifications. The
information product could incorporate attributes to provide the benefits customers demand and
require to meet their needs. The research would help sellers recognize and understand the
current requirements and future expectations of the market. Addressing the needs and desires
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of the buyers, along with producing products to satisfy those needs, would stimulate the
market and expand demand by increasing the supply of desired products.
1.2 GOVERNMENT'S ROLE
The Clinton Administration and NASA have recognized the tremendous potential in both the
domestic and international markets for geographic information products developed through
remote sensing technology. The application of this technology through commercialization
evidences an increased emphasis and momentum in the expanding information superhighway
paradigm. As a means to building an alliance between government and business, NASA has
engendered and held a National Workshop. The workshop focused on the market needs,
technology applications, and policy issues associated with expanding the commercial use of
remote sensing technology in the acquisition of data and the design, development, and
marketing of geographic information products.
The workshop was developed to communicate new market information, to suggest product
applications, and to champion a discussion of the issues restricting data acquisition,
manipulation, and use at all levels of the geographic information market. People typifying
firms at all levels of the product/market believed to have an interest in any portion of the
geographic information market were invited to participate in the workshop. The intent of this
NASA-sponsored workshop was to facilitate a better understanding of the market for remote
sensing products and to encourage investment by firms in this leading-edge technology.
Through the CRSPO, NASA has researched a limited geographic information user market to
acquire and disseminate market information in an attempt to encourage U.S. industry
investment and commitment to the market application of remote sensing technology to
geographic information situations. The aim of this research is to foster product development,
to stimulate market acceptance and growth, and to aid firms in pursuing international
leadership in the development of geographic information markets and products through remote
sensing technology. Designed as a forum to discuss and share market information, technical
applications, and policy issues, the resulting workshop evolved into a day-long market
information session, supplemented by a marketing research study. The marketing research
focused on the geographic information users' product needs and a segmentation of the market.
The segmentation portion of the presentation included an identification of specific geographic
information product types to satisfy end-users' requirements.
A decision by the Clinton Administration, the Department of Defense, and NASA to release
advanced technology for private sector commercial application has been the genesis for the
development and presentation of this workshop. The intention of the workshop was to foster
a synergy by combining government-developed market information and technology with
private industry needs through the sharing of ideas, concepts, and market information. More
importantly, for the first time potential data suppliers, hardware/software vendors and value
added retailers with a limited user (customer) base all convened to discuss a common
situation. The intention of the workshop was to foster a better understanding of end-user
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needs and to precipitate a dynamic discussion between all parties. The discussions revolved
around the geographic information products needed to meet the current and future commercial
demand for marketplace information.
2.0 METHODOLOGY
This section describes the techniques and methods used to define the problem, describe the
study objective, and identify data collection and analyzing techniques. The methodology
defines the direction of the study and establishes the ground rules. The methodology section
is divided into four parts: an identification of the problem, the description of the objectives,
the sampling plan, and the data handling procedures.
2.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
To facilitate the National Workshop, a marketing research study was designed, developed, and
implemented to produce and deliver a market-related product needs assessment, characteristics
identification, and a market segment information analysis.
The primary mission of the project was twofold: 1) to investigate a limited geographic
information end-users' market to determine product needs, and 2) to identify market segments
(see Appendix A). The research intelligence reported here is a result of the market
investigation. The results constitute the basis for the information presented here and the
marketing component of the National Workshop. The next phase involved the assembly of a
marketing committee to make decisions and to guide the research. The marketing committee
consisted of Mark W. Mick, NASA project manager; Timothy Alexander, Space Development
Services; William Schick and Robert Morris, KPMG Peat Marwick; and William S. Piper,
The University of Southern Mississippi.
The main goal of this workshop component was to improve assessment of the data and
information needs of the marketplace for geographic information products (see Appendix B).
The CRSPO at Stennis Space Center in Mississippi primarily directed and performed the
research. David P. Brannon, CRSPO Chief, envisioned, initiated, and guided the National
Workshop. Mark W. Mick, a project manager for NASA and the CRSPO, developed,
directed, and implemented the workshop program, while Dr. William S. Piper of the
University of Southern Mississippi designed, coordinated, and analyzed the marketing research
component.
2.2 MAIN OBJECTIVE
The main objective of this study is to profile the current and future geographic information
needs for domestic end-user markets in terms of technical and economic outcomes. Meeting
this objective will result from determining the following research objectives:
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.2.
3.
4.
.
6.
.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
Both current and future commercial uses for geographic information.
Current methods used in collecting geographic information.
Frequency of geographic information purchase for each method.
Time required to collect geographic information from specification of need to receipt
of data.
Yearly expenditure by firms for various sources of geographic information.
Ideal time lapse in collecting geographic information from specification of need to
receipt of data.
Medium used when receiving geographic information.
Source used for gathering geographic information.
Driving force behind decisions to purchase geographic information.
Purpose of geographic information investigations.
Major features of geographic information investigations.
Respondents' perceptions of the most important improvements that could be made to
geographic information.
Respondent firms' willingness to spend additional revenue to obtain more timely
geographic information.
Future requirements for geographic information.
Demographic data from the responding firms.
2.3 RESEARCH DESIGN
A research design is the plan for collecting, processing, and analyzing data and for reporting
the information (see Appendix A). It is also the process followed in transforming market data
into usable information in addressing the defined problem or situation.
For this study, the scope of market needs for geographic information and the available
secondary research suggested an exploratory research approach would be appropriate (see
Appendix C). The rationale behind selecting the exploratory research approach is based on a
general lack of good information to serve as a supporting basis in developing and testing
research hypotheses. Stronger secondary support information would have allowed the
researcher to pursue a more definitive study of objectives, hypotheses, and questions. Very
little applicable market intelligence, raw data, or secondary information was found to support
a predictive or descriptive study. The sparse current research leaves too many unanswered
questions to be of practical value. A lack of rigor necessary to provide a sound basis for the
extension and support of a more predictive study was apparent. To overcome this problem
the research team (see Appendix A) decided on an exploratory research approach.
2.3.1 Sampling Plan
The sampling plan employed outlines the steps and procedures to be followed in selecting the
sampling units for this research project. The plan describes the units to be selected for
investigation and inclusion in this project and the subsequent sample of firms for the mail,
telephone, and personal interview process. The procedure also provides the rationale for the
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sample selection process and plan. The sampling plan includea the techniques for determining
these factors: sampling frame, sample characteristics, sample selection, and sample size. The
data plan outlined the data handling as follows: the data needs, data sources, data collection
methods, data processing, and data analysis. Results of the above process are described in
detail in the following section.
2.3.1.1 Sampling Frame
The sampling frame encompasses the compiled list of firms in markets and market segments
as assembled by the research group. The sampling lists constitute firms from all spectra of
the identified market having current commercial demands and uses for remote sensing data
and information products. The compiled list contained a total of 15 markets and 42
industries. A manageable study size and research parsimony dictated the rationale for
devising a study comprised of a smaller number of markets and industries, with the final
number being reduced to 4 markets and 10 industries for this study (see Appendix P).
2.3.1.2 Sample Characteristics
Several characteristics were identified as preference criteria for the choice of sample market
industries from the mega-market and the selection of firms from within the industries. A
mega-market is defined as all firms needing geographic information but whose productive
activities may be mutually exclusive of other firms in the business environment. The
preference criteria establishes a sound and supportable basis for selecting firms to represent
specific industries for investigation.
A primary criteria for market selection was for each market to be representative of one
structure as defined from the task environment for geographic information. The task structure
environments were identified as infrastructure management/mapping, land resource
management, environmental assessment, and education/entertainment as listed in Figure 1.
The other criteria deemed important and relevant in choosing the firms to be included in the
sample are geographic dispersion, demographic characteristics (such as size), and diversity of
product needs. Product use characteristics, such as quantity and frequency of use, were also
considerations in selecting the sample.
It is evident the listed criteria could not all be applied to the firms in every market or
industry, although these criteria did serve as guidelines. These industry characteristics and
criteria across the markets would be a desirable attribute for generalizing the results and the
subsequent information dissemination.
Three market characteristics provided the criterion for selection of firms for inclusion in the
final personal interview sample. The selected firms represent new and emerging markets,
operate in a high-growth market, or are leaders in their fields or viewed as high-impact in
their respective business areas. All three of the criteria were not necessary for sample
selection, yet the selected firms were expected to meet one or more of these criteria.
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FIGURE 1. ORIGINAL MARKET SEGMENTS
INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT/MAPPING - The identification of land
attributes, characteristics, and phenomena; land mapping and evaluation; natural
disaster analysis; and integration of information to intelligent vehicles/highway
systems.
LAND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT - The identification, monitoring, and control of
renewable and nonrenewable resources; crop monitoring and evaluation; mineral
exploration.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT - Monitoring and assessment of ecosystem
supporting intervention, abatement, and remediation; superfund sites; ground, air, and
water hazard detection; and pollution detection.
EDUCATION/ENTERTAINMENT - The identification, monitoring, and analysis/
evaluation of worldwide change; event analysis through geographic and political
changes and futuristic adaptations of geographic information to "Virtual Reality"
applications.
Source: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
The selection of a group of firms to represent a highly regulated market was a desirable
characteristic and supported the notion of regulation being a primary demand driver for many
firms and industries. This may add weight to the expectation that regulations are dominant
and may provide more insight into what appears to be a regulation-driven business, with
regulation expected to be an important driving force in the expansion of demand for
geographic information.
2.3.1.3 Sample Selection
Three different data collection methods were used in this study. Three mutually exclusive
samples were selected from the sampling frame and comprised the units for each method of
data collection. The three different data sampling methods were mail survey, telephone
interview, and personal interview. The personal interview data collection concentrated on
gathering information from the original four market segments: infrastructure, land resource,
environmental, and education/entertainment. Firms were chosen from the primary sampling
frame as representatives of the mega-market for the analysis of geographic information data
and products.
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2.3.1.3.1 Personal Interviews
Research data obtained from a sample of firms through the personal interview process utilized
firms in the "transportation business" for the infrastructure environment, environmental
engineering firms for the "Environmental Assessment" industry (which also represents the
regulated industries), Agricultural and Forestry firms for the "Land Resource Management"
industry, and "Public Information" for media/education.
Mr. Timothy Alexander of Space Development Services and Dr. William S. Piper of The
University of Southern Mississippi conducted personal interviews for environmental
engineering firms, representing the environmental assessment task environment. Personal
interviews for the other three original segments and the mail and telephone data collections
were assigned to KPMG Peat Marwick, functioning as data collectors for this study. NASA
provided the leadership in all personal interviews by either performing or participating in the
data collection. Data collected by Peat Marwick were transmitted to Mark W. Mick and
William S. Piper at the CRSPO for review, analysis, and interpretation.
2.3.1.3.2 Telephone and Mail Interviews
The telephone interviews and the mail surveys were broader-based investigations representing
ten industries. The mutually exclusive samples were drawn as equally as practical from each
defined industry. The basic criteria for inclusion in the final sample were applied equitably to
both the telephone interviews and mail survey samples.
2.3.1.4 Sample Size
The marketing committee determined a sample of approximately 20 personal interviews would
be performed from the four original segments. This sample was expected to provide a
sufficient database for generating in-depth information concerning the existing and potential
use of geographic information.
The two additional sampling frames of geographic information users were provided from the
mutually exclusive sample selected for this study. A sample of 100 firms was assembled for
the telephone interview portion of the study. A third sample of 500 firms known to be
geographic information users was employed for the mail survey.
2.3.2 Data Plan
The data plan represents the implementation of the sampling plan. The actual steps are
identified in this section (see Appendix D).
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2.3.2.1 DataAssignments
Eachfirm selected for a personal interview and investigation was assigned to a group of
people responsible for contacting firms, conducting the interview, and gathering data. Each
group was charged with performing the entire data collection process. The specific firms to
be interviewed were chosen from the larger list of candidate firms and represented a portion
of the sample from that industry. The telephone interviews and mail survey data collection
tasks were assigned to KPMG Peat Marwick (See Appendix E).
2.3.2.2 Data Sources
Ten industries designated as representative of the four original market segments were
considered important to the study (Figure 2). Four of the ten industries were selected to be
part of a personal interview process to effect an in-depth analysis. The sample of firms
within each industry was chosen and key personnel within each firm were identified,
contacted, and invited to become respondents for the study.
2.3.2.3 Data Collection Instrument
The 15 research objectives provided the basis for a questionnaire containing 21 questions (see
Appendices G, H, and K). One or more questions addressed each objective. Data collected
offered the required information to address each objective. Both open-end and multiple-
choice questions facilitated the exploratory nature of the study and investigated the issues
outlined by the objectives. The design of similar instruments facilitated the telephone
interviews and mail surveys. Furthermore, creating a system for data collection and data
management enhanced the survey effort (see Appendix L).
2.3.3 Data Needs
The data required for this study were collected from firms in specific industries, and particular
issues were addressed as expressed in the objectives. Each research objective specified
information that was translated into a question or questions. The questions were formulated
to contribute all or a portion of the data deemed necessary to provide an answer to the
objective.
2.3.3.1 Data Collection Method
Three methods of data collection were used to give more breadth to the exploratory study. A
questionnaire containing the 21 questions was mailed to the sample of 500 with a relatively
similar number being mailed to firms in each industry. Telephone interviews were conducted
using the same questions for a sample of 100 firms with approximately the same number from
each industry. The telephone and mail surveys concentrated on all 10 industries, including
the 4 industries subject to the in-depth personal interview data collection methods.
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FIGURE2.
MARKETCLUSTERS
Market Segments
AGRICULTURE
Crops
FORESTRY
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CLUSTERS AND SEGMENTS FOR
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
X
X
X
INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT
SAMPLING FRAME
ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
X
X
X
NON-RENEWABLE
EXTRACTION
Oil, Natural Gas, Minerals
TRANSPORTATION
Rail, Road, Fleet Management,
Pipeline Management
REAL ESTATE
Sales, Development, Land Use
Planning
UTILITIES
Telecommunications, Power,
Water
ENVIRONMENT
Regulated Industries,
Environmental Service Groups
EDUCATION/TRAINING
Simulation Techniques,
Universities
MEDIA/ENTERTAINMENT
Major Television Networks
and Print Media
Cinema, Video Entertainment,
Advertising
EMERGENCY SERVICES
Insurance, Disaster Relief
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
PUBLIC
INFORMATION
SERVICES
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Source: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993. The list of finns representing the above Industries was compiled by
KPMG Peat Marwiek.
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2.3.3.2 Data Collection
A representative sample of 500 firms from all 10 industries received questionnaires containing
the 21 items. The mailing also contained a self-addressed stamped envelope to encourage
respondents to return the instruments. The Washington office of KPMG Peat Marwick
conducted the data collection. A separate sample of 100 was used for the telephone
interviews, which were performed by Peat Marwick over a 30-day time period. NASA's
CRSPO at the Stennis Space Center in Mississippi received the completed data collection
instruments (questionnaires) for recording, analysis, and interpretation. A series of summary
tables and charts gleaned and reported information from the data. This report also offers
further interpretation of information presented at the National Workshop.
Some telephone questionnaires evidenced incomplete data and inconsistent answers, resulting
in the respondents' being re-interviewed by the staff of Sverdrup Technology, Inc., a NASA
contractor assigned to the Commercial Remote Sensing Program. Approximately half of the
telephone interviews required a re-interview to correct and complete the nonsampling errors
and incomplete sections.
Personal interviews conducted at the respondents' sites facilitated access to records and
personnel. NASA personnel from the CRSPO at the Stennis Space Center in Mississippi
supervised the personal interview data collection.
2.3.3.3 Data Processing
All data collection instruments were reviewed for completeness and qualification as part of
the data analysis function. This action finalized the data collection and verified a large
enough sample to meet minimum statistical requirements. Upon completion of all
questionnaires, the data were coded and entered into a spreadsheet data base. A data
summary statistical package calculated summary statistics. The Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
staff, using a similar statistical package and a Lotus program, produced graphs, charts, and
tables.
2.3.3.4 Data Analysis
Review of all questionnaires for completeness occurred before analysis. Dr. William Piper, a
professor of marketing and statistics at the University of Southern Mississippi, analyzed the
data, calculating and displaying summary statistics in tables. Placing the data in categories
and the information in tables, graphs, and charts resulted in new data being converted to a
more usable form. Lotus 1-2-3 and Wings created tabular and graphical materials. The
Wings program provided the summary statistics in tabular form and some graphics while the
Lotus package produced some of the graphs and charts.
Identification of geographic information needs and trends of the market resulted from an
analysis. A complete analysis and interpretation of the data follows this methodology section.
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A statistical technique known as cross tabulation was utilized on a portion of the data to
identify market segments and to develop a taxonomy of the market. A summary and analysis
reports the remainder of the research data.
2.3.3.5 Sampling and Data Collection Results
A total of 18 personal in-depth interviews constitute the sample of 20 firms typifying the 4
original market segments.
The sample of 100 firms netted 80 completed telephone interviews. Another sample of 500
mail questionnaires netted; 97 returns, resulting in 195 completed data collection instruments.
These numbers represent almost a 20 percent rate of return from the mailing and better than
30 percent return overall. By comparison, two recent mail-based studies by GIS World, Inc.
resulted in 11 and 14 percent rates of return. 1 Conventional statistical technique requirements
suggest a minimum of 100 data points for normal results, because lower sample sizes often
result in skewed results.
3.0 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This section provides the analysis and results in two parts. The first part describes the
important findings and the results of the cross-tabulation process. The second part reports the
overall and grouped data in summary form and in tables and charts.
3.1 IMPORTANT FINDINGS
An important outcome emanating from this research is the identification of market segments
based on customer requirements for geographic information. A market segment is a group of
buyers (firms) having a common need that can be satisfied by similar products. Producers of
similar products promote the benefits of their offering to firms with common needs. To
narrow the focus of the marketing effort, firms having common product needs are identified
and grouped into segments. To compile information for identification of market segments,
two questions on the survey were cross-tabulated. The cross-tabulation technique produced
the relational information needed to isolate and identify the market segments.
The first question, number 11 on the survey (see Appendix H), asked respondents to identify
the purposes of their geographic information investigations. A list of relevant investigative
purposes for geographic information was compiled and incorporated into the multiple-choice
question. Respondents had the option of selecting one or more purposes for collecting
geographic information. Providing the option of selecting more than one purpose ensured
adequate coverage of the scope of investigation.
12
1Bryan, Nora Sherwood, "A Profile of GIS Users," !994 International GIS Sourcebook, p. 577.
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A second question, number 12 on the survey, asked respondents to identify the specific
features of their geographic investigations. A list of features was again compiled and made
part of the multiple-choice question. More than one feature selection from the list was
available to the respondents in an attempt to capture all of the important data-requirement
features.
A cross-tabulation analysis of the two questions produced the basic data for identification and
interpretation.of demand density. The variables from the questions were placed in a logical
order based on what appeared to be the most appropriate combinations of needs related to the
purpose and features of the investigation. The results were groupings of customers' demands
around specific product needs or requirements. The highly correlated demand areas produced
a heavy grouping of firms or a cluster configuration representing the density of demand for
analysis and the basis for market segmentation. The density of demand around a product
characteristic was later identified as a segment. Figure 3 shows a template with the two
questions along the axes and "the results of the cross-tabulation correlation analysis.
The number of firms responding to each cell in the template analysis, represents the density
of demand for each variable combination, as shown in Figure 4. The density of demand is
the correlation of common needs congregating around the characteristics of a desired product
benefit.
3.1.1 Market Segment Cross Tabulations
Four distinct groups can be identified in the cross-tabulation matrix. The grouping of cells
represents demand in configurations that identify a need that can be satisfied by a type of
product. Next came recognition of groups as "market segments" as they conform to the
widely accepted definition of market segments. The analysis depicted in Figure 5 shows the
unique characteristics of each market segment. Each of the segments requires a different type
of geographic information product response as delineated by the differences in defining
characteristics for each demand.
Each action taken in response to the demand should result in a product to satisfy a different
market segment for geographic information. As Figure 5 shows, each market segment falls
into one discrete information type and a broadly defined geographic expanse resulting from
each of the segment's having a unique product demand.
The type of information is defined as a broad product category resulting from information
obtained from panchromatic, elevation and contour, and spectral techniques of data collection.
The geographic expanse is defined broadly by the area of interest. The site-specific coverage
might be a municipal landfill or similar small geographic area. The area coverage may be a
city or town in size and a region could include areas as large as a state or watershed. The
definitions allow for a broad interpretation as no specific linear dimensions were applied.
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The product needs of the firms in each industry combine to define the market segments
naturally (see Figure 5). The segments are more particularly defined by the type of
information required and the extent of geographic coverage demanded. These characteristics,
when synthesized, define the specifications to satisfy a broad demand. Firms selecting needs
from a list of purposes and features establish the set of criteria resulting in the identification
of a broad product need.
3.1.2 Market Segment Distribution
The market segment distribution (Figure 6) suggests the relative size of each market segment
based on responses from the cross-tabulation analysis of industries. The sizes and shapes of
the segment boxes represent an estimate of the extent of geographic coverage rather than
market segment proportions.
3.1.3 Segment Analysis
A division of the market for geographic information into four groups, referred to as clusters,
established the basic sampling frame for this study's data collection. Firms within the
industry clusters were identified based on this division of the market by industry perspective
and convenience. This division was referred to as market segmentation (see Appendix O or
FIGURE 1). A subsequent analysis of the data showed an alignment of market segments
different from the original clusters. These new or redefined segments and their characteristics
are described in this section.
Segment D is the largest market segment with an approximate market share of 28 percent.
The demand in this market segment may be satisfied by site-specific panchromatic
information products. The product decision is implied by information gained from the
demand density analysis (see Figure 4). The demand analysis shows geographic information
characteristics that can be satisfied by a variety of products that deliver the specific buyer-
identified information.
Segment B, with approximately 27 percent of the market, is for all practical purposes equal in
market share to Segment D. This market segment may be satisfied by a variety of spectral
information products that cover a region rather than the area or site-specific geographic extent
of the other segments. This is the only market segment requiring regional coverage.
Market segments A and C are approximately the same size with approximate market shares of
22 and 23 percent market shares, respectively. Segment A requires a spectral product on a
site-specific to an area-wide extent of coverage. Segment A has the same information type
requirement as Segment B but a narrower extent of coverage.
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Market Segment C utilizes a variety of elevation and contour information products. The
extent of coverage seems to be broader than the other segments because the demand density
in the analysis covered the entire extent of the geographic expanse. There may be some
limitation on the ability of current technology to collect elevation and contour geographic data
effectively.
3.1.4 Market Segment by Industry
The market segment-industry information depicted in Figure 7 shows the industries found to
have demand in some (if not all) market segments. The percentages in each box reflect the
proportion of each industry's total demand in that segment. The percentages in each segment
do not total 100 percent. The projected box at the bottom right of Figure 7 illustrates the 10
industries and market segment proportion. The proportions for each industry totals to 100
percent in the projected box, but the totals within each market segment represent the industry
total demand that appears in that segment.
3.1.5 Market Segments Redefined
The industries being considered in this study have been realigned in the segments shown in
Figure 8. Reading across the table for each industry, the boxes with check marks denote the
segment demand by the firms in that industry. An additional market demand for thermal
information is also shown in Figure 8. The niche demand is identified as a market where a
smaller number of fit-ms have been found to require "thermal information" that appears to be
important to some applications. Four industries in this study indicate a lower density of
demand for thermal information. The matrix now identifies market segments rather than an
industry function or how the industry views the market.
The segments can be identified by the type of product(s) that satisfy customer needs. There
is a new alignment of industries that reflects the common product needs of the firms in each
industry. The table also shows the variety of products required by firms in some industries.
3.1.6 Summary
The identification of different market segments is an important finding of this research. This
identification exemplifies a change from previously held views of the market. A former
division of the market by industry perspective or non-market characteristics as was shown in
the original clusters of this study (see Appendix O) does not fit the classical definition of
market segments. In any division of a market into market segments, a specific need-fulfilling
product should be obvious and identifiable. Market segments should also be internally
homogeneous but heterogeneous when compared to other segments. The organization of
industries into clusters as introduced initially does not portray market segments and was
abandoned. The new identification is based on the benefits sought by firms for specific
information needed in management decision making.
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Earlier analysis discovered four market segments typifying the requirements for geographic
information products. To identify candidate firms, the analysis used a traditional "benefits
sought" segmentation scheme that was extended to include specific industries. The analysis
defined particular end-user requirements, benefits, and other characteristics as necessary to
identify and isolate market segments. The market segment requirements were translated into
broad product categories that fulfilled a portion of end-user demand. Within each grouping or
market segment a specific type of product could be found and offered to satisfy demand.
Two of the four delivered market segments require multi-spectral data; one panchromatic data;
and one contour and elevation data. Demand for this product also includes the area or extent
of geographic coverage. Combining extent of coverage and singular product needs has
created a unique product requirement. Therefore, a unique product offering satisfying a
singular demand characterizes each market segment. Furthermore, the partitioned data for the
entire sample enabled projection of the portion of industries residing within each segment.
By measuring demand per firm rather than overall, the analysts was able to estimate segment
size and market share.
In addition to the market segments, the investigation identified a market niche for thermal
geographic information. This niche is smaller in demand and number of industries
represented but is projected by the respondents as having an increasing demand and being
anticipated to represent increasing requirements. The original market scheme was then
redefined to represent the market's needs and requirements more fairly based on the benefits
sought by the end-user firms.
The following section describes the information obtained to characterize the entire sample.
The information described is general as it covers the overall market rather than a single
segment.
3.2 GENERAL FINDINGS
The analysts compiled all data for the quantifiable questions as summary statistics. The tables
depict the results in a straightforward manner to aid in better understanding the respondents'
needs (also see Appendix A). Approaching an analysis of the data through summary statistics
with a minimum of data manipulation or relationship comparisons allows a more direct
comprehension of the responses and a fuller understanding for the extent of demand. An
analysis of the responses included all questions analyzed for the workshop presentation. This
section provides the general findings and reports the data without statistical analysis. The
questions are reproduced here from the survey to aid in understanding, analysis, and
discussion. The results for most questions are displayed in tables to facilitate an easy
understanding and co-analysis of the data (see charts and tables in Appendix M). Results of
the analysis are reported for each question individually; comments and inferences are included
for additional perspective.
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3.2.1 Questions 1 and 2
QUESTION 1
What is the nature and scope of your enterprise; i.e., what products and or services
characterize your business?
QUESTION 2
How do your business efforts relate to geographic information?
The first two items on the questionnaire were designed as a lead-in for the personal interviews
and qualifying questions for the telephone and mail surveys. The results aided in determining
whether the responding firms currently use or have a need for geographic information. The
lead-in questions became ice breakers for the personal interviews and often derived answers to
questions that would have been asked later in the questionnaire. If the firms did not use
geographic information, the data from the questionnaire was not included in the data base.
An analysis of the 195 mail-returned questionnaires and telephone and personal interview
documents showed 11 data collection forms had answers of "no" to questions 1 and/or 2 or
were otherwise disqualified and 5 were blank and eliminated from further consideration. A
total of 179 completed questionnaires remained in the pool for further analysis.
The remaining question analysis requires a prefatory explanation before presenting and
discussing the data and results. Most of the questions allowed for and received multiple
responses. Each multiple-answer question could have been rewritten as five or more single-
answer questions. The exploratory nature of the study and the high number of question
combinations that would be required dictated this more parsimonious approach to data
collection.
One objective of the study was to determine general trends, not to provide definitive answers.
Almost all firms represented in the study indicate they use more than one data collection
method to meet their geographic information needs. Question 3 provided five response
categories, and subsequent questions frequently asked respondents to relate their answers back
to the categories in this question when selecting responses. The rationale was to correlate
answers based on method of data collection.
3.2.2 Question 3
What method or methods does your firm currently use to acquire geographic
information?
This question sought to gather data on the frequency of use of the primary data collection
methods identified as important to firms requiring geographic information. The question
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received 478 responses from 165 respondents. The far left column in Table 1 lists the
primary data collection methods, while the column to the right provides the number of finns
selecting this method. The third column shows the proportion of finns in the study making
this selection, and the final column depicts the percent based on all responses.
The results in Table 1 illustrate that 81 percent of the firms use aerial photography and maps
as a source of geographic information, and almost 77 percent use field sampling. These three
data collection methods appear to be the primary means firms use to meet their geographic
information needs. Only 41 percent of the respondents said they use satellite imagery to
collect geographic data. Obvious inferences from these results are that most finns use more
than one method of data collection, and satellite imagery is not a frequently chosen or
primary method of data collection. The three primary or most frequently used data collection
methods are aerial photography, maps, and field sampling. The response categories provided
as part of the question appear to represent the primary sources of geographic information with
only 15 f'trms (about 9 percent) choosing the other category.
The data in column four of Table 2 shows that almost 84 percent of the firms use two or
fewer methods of data collection, and almost 23 percent of the firms use all four methods.
The cumulative percentage column shows 100 percent of the responding firms use at least one
method of data collection and almost 60 percent use at least three methods. Inferences
suggest firms utilize different methods for different types of data collection and use more than
one method in support of other data collection methods.
TABLE 1. COLLECTION METHODS
Methods for Data
Collection Number of Firms
Aerial Photography 134
Satellite 69
133
% of Total
ResponsesPercentage of Finns
81.0 28.0
41.0 14.4
81.0 27.8Maps
Field Sampling 127 76.6 26.6
Other 15 8.4 3.1
Total 478 100.0
gource: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DATA COLLECTIONMETHODS USED
MethodsUsed Numberof Firms Percentage
1 29 16.5 100.0
2 42 23.9 83.5
3 64 36.4 59.6
I i
4+ [ 41 23.3 23.2
I
Source: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
Cumulative
Response
3.2.3 Question 4
How frequently is the geographic information in #3 acquired (in days)?
The question asked the respondents to cite the frequency of their geographic information
purchases in days for each method chosen in question number three. More than 53 percent of
those responding to this question said they purchased geographic information approximately
once a week (52 times per year). Table 3 illustrates the purchase frequency of the firms in
the sample, and the data represent 370 responses from 144 respondents. Peak purchase
frequencies appear at once a week, about once a month, and periods greater than twice a year
with these times have been chosen by more than 65 percent of the respondents. These three
time periods represent the most frequently chosen delivery periods and are spikes in the data.
Firms appearing to be heavy users require geographic information more frequently, such as
once a month, while the light users may purchase data twice a year. An analysis of delivery
times by data collection method shows frequency of order differences between firms in the
same industry.
3.2.3.1 Aerial Photography
The peak demand period for aerial photography is the greater than 180 days response. This
response category has a greater than 30 percent response rate. Aerial photography has the
greatest response in the less than four times a year selection with almost 50 percent of the
firms indicating they use aerial photography in periods of less than 90 days. Aerial
photography appears to be used less frequently as a means of geographic data collection with
approximately 16 percent of the respondents using the technique and less than 38 percent
utilizing it in a 30-day period.
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3.2.3.2 Satellite Imagery
Approximately 81 percent of the 48 firms made use of satellite data for geographic decisions
order between 2 and 12 times per year, while nearly 13 percent of the total responses were to
order satellite imagery. The peak period for satellite orders is between 3 and 4 weeks with
almost 23 percent of the demand.
3.2.3.3 Maps
Almost 70 percent of the firms using maps place orders between the periods of 30 and 60
days to 52 times a year or once a week, with at least one-third of the firms choosing satellite
data order 12 times per year (once a month).
3.2.3.4 Field Sampling
More than 36 percent of the firms order field sampling in the less than 7 days period. The
purchase frequency of less than 7 days is the peak period of requiring geographic data using a
field sampling method. Of the firms utilizing field sampling, almost 50 percent order between
12 and 52 times per year. Although aerial photography was selected by a larger percentage
of f'trms than the other data collection methods, the frequency of ordering field sampling is
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greater. Based on the results of this question, both field sampling and maps appear to be the
primary methods for collecting geographic data.
3.2.4 Question 5
What is the delay (in days) from specification of needs in #3 to receipt of geographic
information?
This question asks respondents the time to delivery from specification of need to receipt of
product for each method of data collection chosen in question 3. Approximately 30 percent
of the f'Lrms indicated reception of geographic data in less than 7 days, while another 30
percent received data in 21-45 days. About 25 percent indicated a delivery time of between 1
and 3 weeks (7-20 days). Almost 15 percent stated delivery time greater than 45 days as can
be determined from the five data columns in Table 4 (see Appendix K for calculations).
TABLE 4. DELIVERY TIME
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Satellite imagery had the longest time to delivery with more than one-half of the responses
(85 percent) falling below 45 days. Maps seemed to have the shortest median delivery time
with less than 7 days between specification and delivery. The median average for the
delivery of field sampling was about 10 days. The "other" category, which was undefined,
represented almost 14 percent of the total responses to this question.
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3.2.5 Question 6
What are your estimated yearly expenses for each category checked in question #3 ?
Enter 0 if not applicable
Question 6 asked for expenditure estimates for each data collection method selected in
Question 3. The average expenditure for each firm in purchasing geographic information
amounts to $346,000 per year. Firms spend the most on field sampling (approximately
$264,000 per year). Satellite imagery has the lowest average firm expenditure of $32,000 per
year. Expenditures appear to be frequent but lower in monetary value. More than one-half
of the firms using aerial photography spend less than $6,000 per year for this type of
geographic information. The greatest response for satellite imagery is also the $6,000 or less
category. The largest category for field sampling is the greater than $50,000 category
representing more than one-third of all firms' geographic information expenses. Table 5
presents the expenditures by method of data collection for responding firms.
TABLE 5. EXPENDITURES FOR DATA
iiii_iiiii_i_i_i_i_i_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_!_i_i_i_i_iii_i_i_iqi_iiiiiiiii_i_iii_i_i_iiiiiiiii!iiiii_iiiiiiiiiiii_ii
<6 6-2O
43 18
17 7
_ ................. 49 8
7 18
10 7
ii!iii:_i ::!i:: :i:!i:i:i:i : 126 58
No Response - 68 fLrms
21-50
Dollars ($1000)
>50 Total
8 10 79
9 6 39
7 9 73
16 21 62
6 8 31
46 54 284
Avg. Totfl
$K Expenditure
47 3,713,
32 1,248,
167 12,191,
264 16,368,
160 4,960,
)93
The less than $6,000 category is the largest overall category selection receiving more than 44
percent of the responses. Only 111 firms (62 percent) of the sample answered this question.
Questions of this nature often receive a low response.
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3.2.6 Question 7
What frequency of information acquisition would be ideal for your firm in each
category checked in question #3 ?
Question 7 is a follow-up to the time to delivery question (#5) and asks what the respondent
would consider to be the ideal delivery time. The number of firms indicating they would like
data delivered more quickly increased by 67 percent. The overall trend of the data is toward
a shorter delivery time than is currently offered. A comparison of Tables 4 and 6 supports
the observed difference in demand. Table 6 illustrates the data in tabular form.
TABLE 6. IDEAL DATA DELIVERY TIME
.:.:.:.:.::::<.:.:.:.,, :::.:.:.:.:.::,:+::::: ::: ::.:: : :::::::::::.:.::::
:
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:iii:i_i! i i iii::i: : :::iil iilil i : ::ii :: ::i: ?if: i
:.::,::,::::::::::.:.:.::, ...:::.:::.: ::...:.:.:.:.:: .:.:.:.:::.: ::::::
__:_.______:_:_:_::_:::_________:_:________:_:_:_2_____._._____:_:_:____________________::::?:::
............,...........
iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiii!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii
<7
21
13
7-20
21
Number of Days
16
12
21-45
8
7
46-60
0
0
>60
25
Totals
70
37
Ave.
Days
228
71
33 8 10 0 13 64 53
32 6 9 1 9 57 207
8 4 0 8 41
120 269603850
45
:::5::::::::::b:::::::::::::::::::::::
No Response - 85 firms
;ource: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
More than 44 percent of the responses chose the less than 7 days category as the most ideal
time of delivery. The current time to delivery had 120 responses in the less than 7 days
category. Ideal delivery times for data were shorter for all data collection methods. When
viewed graphically (APPENDIX FIGURE A18), a def'mite trend toward quicker time to
receipt of geographic data can be seen. The largest increase in demand for a shorter delivery
time occurs for satellite imagery. This shift in buyer intentions may indicate a better
acceptance of satellite image data as a source of geographic information if quicker time to
delivery can be offered. The important information gained from this question is the perceived
desire by respondents for a quicker delivery time of data and a potential shift toward satellite
imagery if data can be delivered more quickly.
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3.2.7 Question 15
In what forms does your firm acquire spatial information?
Question 15 was inserted here to continue the flow of information on delivery of the product
in specific forms. Question 15 queries participants as to the form in which their firms
receive geographic information. The four response categories to this question were hardcopy,
electronic, computer medium, and other. The fourth choice, other, included a blank space for
a write-in response. The category selections were broad and generic rather than specifically
defined. More than 53 percent of the responses chose hardcopy reports. Although hardcopy
was the most frequently chosen category, the respondents in the personal interview sessions
said they convert all collected data to a digital form, shortly after receipt, for easier
manipulation and interpretation of data.
Almost 14 percent of the respondents chose electronic methods while 30 percent selected the
computer medium. Only 8 respondents, representing 3 percent of the total, chose the other
category. The low percentage of other category selections may indicate the three broad
categories encompassed the major forms in which data are received. Table 7 illustrates the
responses to this question.
TABLE 7. FORMS OF GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Number of Firms
Response
Percentage
79.9
20.7
% of Total
Responses
ili!iiiiH_iiii!:_d_:f i_yi!!iiiii il i!ii!:: iiiiiiiiiiiiii 143
iiiiiiiii_iii iliEl¢_ii iili::!i::i:i!iii :i::!iiiiiii 37
HI
iiiiiii_ii_!ilii!iiiiii_iiiiiiiiii_ii::ii_i :_:_iiii :i :i!_i! i!iii_i_:!_:i:ii_ii ::_: 269
Other selections: Wire services, Hardcopy, C/D ROM, and Digitized
;ource: Original data CKSP/NASA 1993
53.2
13.8
45.3 30.1
4.5 3.0
100.0
As stated above, comments from the personal interviews indicated hardcopy data are
convened to computer medium shortly after being received. It is inferred from this
information and Question 4 results that a large portion of the geographic information used by
firms is from aerial photography, field sampling, and/or maps. These data forms do not
normally come in a computer-medium form and must be converted for manipulation and
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analysis. The results point out the potential for computer-friendly data sets of geographic
information and suggest a market opportunity to fulfill an need expressed by buyers.
The number of firms with multiple responses to the different forms of data collection is
shown in Table 8. More than 54 percent of the responses show they use only one form of
data delivery. Twenty-three percent of the responses show two forms of information are
currently being received. Almost 16 percent of the firms use all three forms of data.
TABLE 8. NUMBER OF FORMS USED
:i:i:!:!i!:i:_:i:i:i:i:!:_ii:_ii:i:!:!:!:_:i_ii_:iii:i:ii_i_i_i:i:i:i:_!!_i_ii:!!i:_:i:i:i:i_!_i:i:ii!!!!i_!i:i:!:_:_:i_ii!i_:i_!_i:i:_:!:!:i_i_i:i:i:i:i:!_!_:i:_:iii:i!_i_:i
!iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii    iiii  ii   iiiiS   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii
# Firms Percent*
1 form of GI 97 54.2
2 forms of GI 42 23.5
3 forms of GI 28 15.6
11No response
Source: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
6.1
3.2.8 Question 9
What is the source of geographic information for each category checked in question
#3 ? Indicate by matching the source of data to the current method(s) employed
The questionnaire asked respondents to identify their firm's source or sources of geographic
information from among three offered selections and one other category. Almost 40 percent
of the respondents indicated their fh-ms used outside services as the primary data source.
Less than 34 percent of the responses maintained they "collect data ourselves" and another 28
percent chose "use government sources." The "other" category was not selected as an
alternative by any respondents in the study. The lack of a single other response may indicate
the inclusive nature of the three selection categories. The customers' needs appear to be met
with these sources. A further analysis of the data reveals more than 30 percent of the
respondents use all three sources of data collection, and 66 percent utilized two or more
sources.
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3.2.9 Question 10
What are the key reasons your firm acquires geographic information?
Determining what factors drive demand for geographic information and subsequently
establishing the need for specific information products was the focus of Question 10. Why
firms purchase geographic information is a basic economic and marketing question helping
sellers better understand buyer motives and the problems they hope to solve with a product.
Buyer motivation establishes the benefit to be satisfied by the product attributes. This
question asked for the primary outside influence that develops the motivation to be satisfied
through the purchase of a geographic information product. The respondents had four
categories from which to choose: regulatory requirements, capital investments, internal
operations procedures, and support for client's plans. None of the selection terms was defined
or explained to the respondents prior to their choice of an answer.
The category most often selected as a primary reason for buying geographic information was
internal operations' procedures, with almost 35 percent of the responses in that choice
category. More than 24 percent of the responses selected the choice to meet regulatory
requirements. Support client plans and capital investments garnered 24 and 12 percent of the
responses, respectively.
This question allowed multiple responses. When analyzed on the basis of responses to
percent of firms, more than 61 percent of the firms chose internal operations' procedures, and
almost 44 percent of the firms chose regulatory requirements. Support client plans and capital
investments were at 42 and 22 percent of the firms.
The other category for this question finds that 5 percent of the firms use geographic
information for research and teaching. A further analysis of the data points out that 52
percent of the firms cited two or more reasons for collecting geographic information, and 16
percent chose three or more reasons.
3.2.10 Question 11
For what purpose(s) does your firm use geographic information?
Land cover classifications los Thermal differences lo9
Urban demographic changes11 o Water monitoring m
Soil monitoring11 z Land attributes m
Minerals exploitationll4 Other
115
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Question 11 was analyzed and discussed in the section identified as important findings. The
earlier analysis cross-tabulated this question and Question 12. This question addressed the
customer market needs based on the benefits buyers look for and expect to receive from a
product. The question was correlated through a cross-tabs analysis with a similar question on
the features of a geographic investigation and a second comparison with anticipated future
need.
The complete question is shown here along with the answer selections. The significance of
this question was to gather information on the main purpose for a fLrm's geographic
investigations. Seven categories, along with an other choice, provided room for a write-in
response. This question allowed for multiple responses as reflected in the percentages shown
in Table 9.
The most frequently cited purpose for gathering geographic data was the acquisition of land
attributes information. This alternative was selected by more than 57% of the respondents.
Land cover classification was the second most frequently cited reason with almost 51% of the
respondents selecting this choice. The results of this question are more valuable through the
comparison analyses performed and reported earlier than the general analysis. The outcome
of this question serve a definite purpose by identifying geographic characteristics looked for
by the responding firms.
TABLE 9. PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION
;;;:::::: : ;:: ::::;:::::: :::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::: :-::-;;::::;.::.. : ::;:, ;.:;.::: :::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :-::; ::: ;:::; : ; ; :: i
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Source: Original data 1993
Number of
Firms
% of Total
ResponsesPercentage
91 50.8 22.2
11 6.1 2.7
67 37.4 16.3
40 22.3 9.8
50 27.9 12.2
57.0102 24.9
24 13.4 5.9
14 7.8 3.4
11 6.1 2.7
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
410 ii!:_!i_:_:_iiii_:_._:_!i_:i : :_::_:?_:_ii_i:, : :i_ _:?:_::_ 100.0
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An analysis of the multiple response frequencies indicates that 31 percent of the respondents
chose only one purpose for their investigation. Another 31 percent cited two or more
purposes and almost 6 percent found that five purposes existed. The analysis portrayed in
Table 10 presents the number of firms responding to each selection and the response
percentage as a portion of the total number of firms. Almost 69 percent of the firms chose
two or more purposes. This evidence pinpoints the many needs for geographic information
by responding firms. The proportions in Figure 5 also delineate the many different purposes
and how they relate to each market segment.
TABLE 10. NUMBER OF PURPOSES CHOSEN
Number of Purposes Number of Firms Percentage*
1 56 31.3
2 55 30.7
3 26 14.5
4 14 7.8
5 10 5.6
6 5 2.8
7 2 1.1
No response 11 6.1
Total 179 100.0
Source: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
3.2.11 Question 12
What are the major features derived from geographic information?
Habitats m Bu ildin g s n 7
Transportation networks m
Right of Wayst21 Mineralslz2
Thermal gradients l24
__ Vegetation m
Water_20
Effluents t2s
land elevation or contourl25
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The questioninvestigatesthe specificgeographicinformation featuresthe respondent firms
were seeking in their investigation. This was the follow-up to Question 11 that probed to
gain a better understanding of geographic information investigation details. The question
probed the features within the investigation. Question 12 was combined with Question 11 in
a cross-tabulation analysis and formed the basis for a market segmentation. The question and
response categories were reproduced to aid question understanding and the analysis.
An examination of the data in Table 11 presents a configuration with three columns of data
next to each feature: the number of firms choosing each feature, the percentage of total
responses for each feature, and the proportion of all firms choosing each selection. This
question probed a little deeper into the buyers' purchasing reasons to better understand the
benefits buyers are looking for or anticipating when purchasing geographic data.
TABLE 11. MAJOR FEATURES DERIVED FROM GI
iiii¸¸ •ii:i: i.iiii¸ ..... ii/): i:i://i/ •.................................................
!!iiiiii!iliiii!!i!iiii!!iiiiii!ii!!i!iiii!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii!i!!! i_F_s! i ! i l! !! li!!! ! !i!ii! ! lif! ! !
% of Total
ResponsesNumber of Firms Percentage
Habitats 52 29.1 10.7
Buildings 58 32.4 12.0
Vegetation 66 36.9 13.6
Transportation Networks 55 30.7 11.4
Water 56 31.3 11,6
Right of Way 45 25.1 9.3
Minerals 22 12.3 4.5
Effluents 13 7.3 2.7
Thermal Gradients 8 4.5 1.7
Land Elevation or Contour 73 40.8 15.1
Other (Soil Testing) 12 6.7 2.5
No response 24 13.4 5.0
484 iiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iii_ii_iiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iii_iiiiiiTotal
Source: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
100.0
A review of the data indicates land elevation or contour as the most frequently chosen feature
of the geographic investigations with almost 41 percent of the responses. There were 5 other
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categories, each representing almost 30 percent or more of the responses to this question.
These 5 categories are habitat, buildings, vegetation, transportation networks, and water
monitoring. The other category stands for less than 3 percent of the responses, and the no
category comprised 5 percent of the total responses. Almost 75 percent of the firms chose
more than one feature in their investigation, and more than 50 percent chose more than two
features as shown in Table 12 below.
TABLE 12. NUMBER OF FEATURES CHOSEN
Number of Features Number of Firms Percentage
1 46 25.7
2 39 21.8
3 23 12.8
4 17 9.5
5 12 6.7
6 - 10 20 11.2
No response 22 12.3
Total 179 100.0
Source: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
3.2.12 Question 14
What would you consider to be the most important improvements to the geographic
information you now acquire? Check and rank all that apply.
A Spatial resolution127 B Timeliness12 s
D COStl30 C Geo. location12 9 E Easeofuse m
F Clarity of image m G Other
133
Question 14 sought to discover what geographic information improvements are most crucial to
firms. The improvement most frequently named by the respondents was spatial resolution or
image fidelity with more than 66 percent of the firms selecting this option. Image fidelity is
a combination of spatial resolution and clarity of image chosen by more than 80 percent of
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the respondents. The second most frequently preferred improvement was cost, chosen by
more than 59 percent of the responding firms. Timeliness and ease of use were third and
fourth with 45 and 37 percent of the responses. Almost 17 percent of the responses were
represented in the other category. The write-in selections were more specific than the
improvements provided in this selection. Improvements in data were desired by most firms as
indicated in the following analysis of the multiple choice responses.
This multiple-response question cited almost 65 percent of the firms choosing three or more
desired improvements. Of these firms, 26 percent chose three improvements. With almost 85
percent of the firms opting for two or more improvements, the firms surveyed are suggesting
there are many areas for improving geographic information attributes and characteristics
which will provide an opportunity for building a competitive advantage through benefit
segmenting.
3.2.13 Question 14a
If more than one answer above is checked, please rank your responses with 1 being
the most important and 7 the least.
The second part of this question asked respondents to rank their selections in order of
importance. Respondents recorded their answer on a scale from 1 (for most important) to 7
(for least important), with the number of responses for each improvement being recorded and
weighted. A reverse-order weighing system was used where a number one selection receives
a weight factor of seven and a number seven selection receives a weight factor of one. An
analysis of the question using the weighing factor shows spatial resolution, cost, timeliness,
and ease of use ranked in this order, respectively. More than 15 percent of the responses
were in the other category indicating improvements other than those used for this analysis.
3.2.14 Question 8
Do you think your firm is willing to incur additional expense to obtain more up-to-
date geographic information?
The intention of this question was to determine if the respondents thought their firms would
be willing to expend resources to obtain more up-to-date geographic information. More than
59 percent responded positively to this question. The answer to this question appears to
indicate a desire on the part of buyers to spend more money to gain up-to-date data or
information. A competitive advantage may be gained by developing products with more up-
to-date improvements as a benefit to the buyer. A competitive advantage could be gained by
being the first in the market with an improvement that identifies the firm as a leader in some
categories important to the buyer. Question 8 better fit the flow of information at this point.
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3.2.15 Question 17
Will your firm have a need for any of the following geographic information
investigations in the future?
Question 17 was a follow-up question with a listing of options identical to question 11 but
was designed to solicit a response concerning future needs for geographic data and
information. Table 13 provides the percentage of responses for each application of
geographic information. Land cover classification was the most frequently chosen future
application with 60 percent of the responses. Land attributes was second with 56 percent.
The greatest change in future needs appears to be for thermal differences, because the demand
for thermal difference increased from 7 percent of the respondents in Question 11 for current
information to 18 percent in Question 18 on future needs (see Appendix K for calculations).
The multiple response aspect of the question concludes that more than 74 percent of the
respondents chose two or more categories for future needs. More than 52 percent chose three
or more categories.
TABLE 13. FUTURE NEEDS
Application % of Firms Responding % of Total Responses
Thermal differences 18 21
Soil monitoring 41 13
Water monitoring 36 6
Land cover 60 6
Land attributes 56 15
Urban demographics 44 15
Mineral exploration 17 20
Other 14 4
Total 100
Source: Original data CRSP/NASA 1993
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3.2.16 Question19
Annual revenue (in millions) <$1 16 _ls_ $1-20 38 is4
$21-SO._._7_.....,ss $51-100.___18......lS , >$100____.88._._,s z
The number of responses to each category has been entered into the question. When
categories are combined, the statistics show that 32 percent of the responses are in the less
than $20 million per year category. The $20 to $100 million category contains approximately
15 percent of the responses. The remaining 53 percent of the responses falls into the greater
than $100 million per year choice, consequently, skewing the outcome of this question toward
the high end of the scale.
3.2.17 Question 20
Current number of employees 158-162
There was a fairly even distribution in the answer to this question on the number of
employees. Approximately 29 percent of the respondents indicated less than 100 employees.
About 34 percent said between 100 and 1000 people were employed, and the remaining 37
percent said they have more than 1000 employees.
3.2.18 Summary
This section has provided more general market information on what firms require from
geographic information. A large portion of the information was related to the method used to
collect data. By collecting data for each method used, the analysis concentrated on user
needs for products developed by each method. The most frequently used methods of data
collection consists of aerial photography, maps, and field sampling. A further analysis
showed that maps and field sampling were the most frequently used methods, and delivery
time from request to receipt was shorter. Firms maintain a higher level of expenditure for
maps and field sampling, suggesting maps and field sampling are the primary methods of data
collection.
An ideal time of delivery question posted a significant increase in the number and percentage
of firms desiring all forms of data be delivered with a shorter time between request and
receipt. Several questions were designed to gather general information about the form,
source, and reason for data collection. The more specific benefits questions provided more
specific information on user needs. Based on this information, product types were identified.
The information allows interested firms to further investigate the specific needs of the
segment and identify a product need of buyers. The broad product types identified in this
study do not specify products to meet market needs (see Appendix A for additional charts and
figures).
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The requirements by firms for geographic information are too diverse to be satisfied by a
single, geographic information product. Firms may require different products to satisfy
different geographic information needs. Firms in several industries indicate needs in two or
more segments and some firms in all four segments. Each segment requires a products with
different information characteristics and in some cases different technology applications.
Competitive advantage may be gained by firms concentrating on providing more specialized
services in one or more areas as outlined in the report. Firms might offer a product with
more precision or quicker delivery times. Competitive advantage is gained when a firm offers
a differential product, especially if the uniqueness of the product can be sustained. The study
has identified several key areas where competitive advantage could be gained and sustained if
competitors fail to respond quickly to a changing geographic environment.
5.0 FUTURE PROSPECTS
The prospects for a healthy geographic information industry supported by remote sensing
technology appear to be good. The demand for geographic information products is high, with
much of the demand being driven by federal and state regulations affecting many industries.
The environmental monitoring firms in particular will experience an increasing demand for
their services and the information products they can provide. The market for geographic
information products derived from remotely sensed data is in its infancy and is expected to
grow at an increasingly rapid rate.
The information in this report could provide a basis for developing a competitive advantage.
To develop a competitive advantage, firms must design and produce a product or products
that satisfy a specific end-user need not met by other products. The study was performed on
an experimental basis and further analysis is indicated. Firms using this information should
view the results with the basis of the study in mind. Decisions to use the information
contained in this study should be made carefully after further analysis and use of this report
as a starting point to identifying market segments and overall market information.
6.0 GLOSSARY
Cross tabulation: Method of presenting and comparing data on two or more variables to
discover relationships.
Exploratory research: A design providing researchers with ideas and insights about a broad
and relatively vague problem.
Firm: A privately owned organization that serves its custome/'s in order to earn a profit.
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Focus group interview: A form of survey research in which a moderator (a highly trained
interviewer) meets with eight to twelve participants and leads them through a discussion on a
given topic to develop hypotheses about an existing or potential product or marketing problem
that might lead to more specific marketing research projects.
Industry: A group of firms offering products that are close substitutes for each other.
Intermediary: A person or firm in a marketing channel, such as a wholesaler or retailer, that
operates between the producer and the final buyer of a product (also called a reseller or
middleman).
Market: A set of individuals or organizations that desire a product and are willing and able
to buy it.
Marketing: The process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and
distribution of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and
organizational objectives.
Marketing database: A collection of interrelated data about an organization's individual
prospects and customers that is intended to satisfy the organization's marketing information
requirements.
Marketing strategy: A broad plan of action for using an organization's resources to meet its
marketing objectives.
Market niche: An area of unfulfilled need in a market that is smaller than a segment and
often requires a customized product.
Market segmentation: A process of identifying smaller markets (groups of people or
organizations) that exist within a larger market.
Primary data: Facts and figures that are newly collected for the ,project.
Secondary data: Published data from outside the finn or organization.
Target market: One or more specific groups of potential consumers toward which an
organization directs its marketing program.
Technology: The knowledge to do new or old tasks in a better way.
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APPENDIX A
WORKSHOP VIEWGRAPHS
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APPENDIX B
OUTLINE FOR MARKET INFORMATION COLLECTION
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OUTLINE FOR
MARKET INFORMATION COLLECTION
Purpose: To validate in-house perception of information requirements for firms within each
market segment
To develop additional information requirements for underdeveloped and emerging firms in
each market segment
Procedure: Develop data requirements, collect data, and analyze results
Product: A document describing the information requirements of firms within each segment.
Data from the document may be used to develop new information products and expand the
specifications of existing information products.
Scope of Project: Identify segments within each of the selected markets
Select representative firms from each of the market segments
Develop information requirements for each market segment
Assemble in-house knowledge base by segment
Estimate the dollar value of the currently known information requirements
Determine information requirements
Develop the interview process
Develop questionnaire
Determine data collection contact method
Collect data from each of the markets
Analyze data separately for each market
Results: A document detailing the current and perceived future needs of each market
Result will be combined in a package for dissemination to the conference group
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APPENDIX C
SCOPE OF PROJECT
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SCOPE OF PROJECT
Identify segments within each of the selected markets
. Resource Management
agriculture
forestry
fisheries
land-cover
non-renewable
. Infrastructure Planning / Management
transportation
demographics
cultural resources
service sector
commercial/industrial
, Environmental Management / Monitoring
natural resources
chemical
hazardous material management
government
manufacturing
utilities
, Entertainment/Education
motion pictures
advertising
simulation techniques
academia
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APPENDIX D
MARKET INFORMATION DOCUMENT DEFINITIONS
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MARKET INFORMATION DOCUMENT DEFINITIONS
Information Requirements Document
This document should define the purpose and identify the scope of the analysis. An accurate
definition of the research problem is the first step in solving any problem. What needs to be
found out and why? The analysis may require data from the entire market for remote sensing
information products, the individual markets, or the segments within each market. The
market description (population or universe) to be measured has a significant impact on the
sample size, the type of questions, and the method of data collection.
Data Reouirements Document
The data requirements document describes what data should be collected during the project.
This includes specifying the domain and latitude of the questions representing the specific
variables addressed by the objectives and questions. The domain specifies what information
is needed and the data sources. The latitude details the depth of each inquiry and the method
of questioning (i.e., temporal, spectral, spatial, economic).
RESEARCH DESIGN
Interview Report Document
This document establishes the basis for the interview by comparing the advantages and
disadvantages of each method. The results will be the identification of the most appropriate
and effective method of data collection. The document also establishes the overall objective
of the study. The objectives document flows directly from the report document.
Interview Objectives Document
This document establishes the individual and specific objectives of the study. Objectives are
independent and focus on the need for information that contributes to solving the defined
problem or situation.
Interview Questions
This document delineates the questions for the pre-test. The questions flow directly from the
objectives document. One or more questions will be constructed from each objective. The
questions are designed to acquire information that will either wholly or in part support
inferences about each objective.
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Data Collection Plan
The data collection plan outlines the various steps necessary for acquiring the usable data.
Data sources are identified that may contribute the quantity and quality of data for this study.
The plan discusses the data collection process including sample selection, pre-test, data
collection, data entry, and data analysis.
The sampling plan discusses the total universe of interest, the sample size, the sample frame,
the method used for choosing the sample, and the rationale behind each choice.
D_ta Analysis Document
This document describes the methods for coding data, the selection of a data manipulation
technique, and the data analysis criteria.
Advance Interview Packer Contents Document
This document describes the information to be included in the advance packet. The packet
will include a list of information that will be discussed at the interview, the reason for the
interview, a set of instructions for interview preparation, and a cover letter.
Interview Guidelines Document
This document contains a set of instructions for the interviewer. The guidelines will aid the
interviewer in conducting the interview and help in the reduction of interviewer bias.
Questionnaire For Interview
This document contains the data collection instrument that contains the questions for
retrieving the needed information. The document will contain the dichotomous and open-
ended questions for the study. This document flows directly from the objectives.
Interview Process Document
This instrument will discuss the procedure for contacting sample selected firms, establishing
the appropriate contacts, and determining the interview time and location.
Data Results Document
This document depicts the raw data in its original form, discusses the potential methods of
data reduction and analysis, and describes the chosen data reduction process and data analysis
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technique. The depiction of results is discussed in terms of the development of tables and the
best means for exposition of results.
Market Research Document
This final document compiles all required activities, results, and conclusions from the survey.
This document is the culmination of the entire effort of the study.
SYNTHESIS INFORMATION
Outline for data analysis and synthesis
Objectives for data analysis and synthesis
Results of profile analysis document
Technology requirements document
Technology inventory document
Synthesis information package
ADMINISTRATION
Company inventory catalog
Mailing list
Correspondence list
Presentation catalog
Flow chart marketing ---->synthesis
Reporting document
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APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW GUIDELINES
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INTERVIEW GUIDELINES
A personal interview is a conversation with a purpose. The success of the conversation and
the generalizability of the results are in direct proportion to the quality of the responses
elicited and the ability of the interviewer to remain neutral.
The interviewer provides information and explanation in preparation for the question-and-
answer portion of the interview. The objective is to obtain quality responses to the specific
questions contained in the questionnaire. The interviewer should explain that the interview
process is a question-and-answer session that is best facilitated if the questions are asked and
responded to in formatted sequence. Adherence to the format of the questionnaire would be
greatly appreciated. Finally, suggest that any questions the respondent or other team
members have will be addressed after the session has been completed.
The respondents may ask questions to clarify the interviewer's question or in an attempt to
provide higher-quality answers. The interviewer should restrict the clarification to repeating
the question and/or reading the potential multiple choice responses following many of the
questions. If the respondent does not understand the question after one or two additional
attempts, the interviewer should move on to the next question or set of questions.
The main part of the personal interview survey consists of questions and answers. Treat and
ask all questions as if they are open-ended, and then record results using a multiple choice
answer selection and/or the open-ended space provided after each question.
The way questions are asked and the wording of the questions have a direct effect on the
quality of answers and the survey results. It is important for the questions to be asked as
written and responses to be recorded as stated by the respondent. All other team members
should refrain from adding to the interview process. The non-questioning team members
should refrain from any talk until the entire questionnaire has been completed. The team
leader will indicate the appropriate time for follow-up questions or comments.
It is important that each respondent be exposed to the same question experience and that the
recording of the answer be the same so that differences in answers can be interpreted as
reflecting differences between respondents rather than differences in the process of obtaining
answers.
The answers elicited from the respondents should be theirs alone and recorded as they portray
a situation. The categories listed on the questionnaire are intended to aid the interviewer in
the recording process. The multiple choice responses should not be read as part of the
question but be used as an easy check-off answer for the interviewer. The response
categories may be used as a clarification tool only if the respondent does not understand the
question.
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The challenge of an interview is to have respondents answer questions accurately and fully
and to minimize the effects of the interviewer or the interview process. The value of this
survey will be its generalizability, which is dependent on the standardization of the data.
o
.
.
.
SUMMARY OF GUIDELINES
Read questions as written. If the question is not understood, reread the question
and/or read the response categories to the respondent.
Explore inadequate answers in an indirect way (do not influence the respondent's
answer). Ask him/her to repeat, clarify, and/or expand upon his/her answer. Do not
say "Do you mean answer #7?"
Record answers as accurately as possible. The answer should reflect the respondent's
statements.
The interviewer should be neutral and non-judgmental and should refrain from
portraying any personal bias to the respondent. No personal feelings, values, or
preferences should be communicated verbally or non-verbally to the respondent.
Neither positive nor negative feedback should be communicated with respect to the
question or the respondent's specific answer content.
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APPENDIX F
QUESTIONNAIRE COVER LETTERS
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JA30 < date >
< name >
< address >
Dear < last name > :
NASA is currently researching the development of tools and techniques that will satisfy the
information needs of various industries. Through observation and monitoring systems,
outside observable information is captured for study and analysis. For example, monitoring
systems can be used to conduct environmental assessments, analyze land use, as well as
support Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and mapping systems.
Working with industry, NASA hopes to improve the capabilities of earth monitoring systems
in order to make the service more widely available, more efficient, and more cost effective.
We hope you will take the time to fill out the enclosed questionnaire: your responses to our
questions will assist us in charting the course for the development of new systems which will
help you to better meet your future business requirements in the most effective manner.
The results of the survey will be analyzed and disseminated in aggregate, so individual
responses will remain confidential. We will use the survey information in a national
workshop scheduled for March to encourage companies to develop the monitoring
infrastructure required by industry.
If you are unable to fill out the questionnaire, please pass it along to someone in your
organization who will be able to assist. Please return the following questionnaire as soon as
possible in the enclosed self addressed, stamped envelope, or fax responses to Shawna Sharp
at (202) 293-5437.
If you have any question please feel free to contact Mr. Mark Mick, Project Manager, at
(601) 688-1814 or Shawna Sharp at (202) 467-5237.
Sincerely,
David P. Brannon, Program Manager
Commercial Remote Sensing Program Office
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JA30 < date >
< name >
< address >
Dear < last name > :
Your firm's needs for geographical information may be served better in the future, by
helping us to understand how this information is currently used to accomplish your business
goals. We appreciate your help through, a personal interview on September 23, 1993 in the
morning, to develop our knowledge of how your firm acquires and uses geographic
information. Your responses and many other companies' responses to our questions will
assist in charting the course for the development of a new space based geographic
information source.
The main topics for the interview discussions will focus on:
What is your firm's current source for geographic information,
How often does your firm acquire this needed information, and
If you can share with us, the approximate cost per year your firm spends on this
type of information
The results of the survey will be analyzed and disseminated in aggregate, so individual
responses will remain confidential. We will use the survey information in a national
workshop to encourage commercial entities to develop the infrastructure required to gather
and deliver earth observation information.
The consulting firms of KPMG Peat Marwick and Space Development Services, Inc. are
assisting NASA in this effort. Your cooperation with representatives from these firms
working on NASA's behalf is appreciated.
If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Mark W. Mick, Project Manager, at telephone
(601) 688-1814. Thank you in advance for taking the time to assist in this effort.
Sincerely,
David P. Brannon, Program Manager
Commercial Remote Sensing Program Office
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APPENDIX G
MAIL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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MAIL SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRE
NASA is interested in determining your information needs in order to help the commercial sector to develop new space
based geographic information and monitoring systems. Observation and monitoring can simply be described as the ability to
capture outdoors information of interest to your firm. Such information might include determining soil moisture content,
identifying potential drilling spots for non-renewable resources, locating roads and highways, mapping strategic locations for
new telephone cables, or measuring the amount of heat lost by a building. Thank you for your time with the questionnaire.
1. What is the nature and scope of your enterprise i.e. what products and/or services characterize your business.
1-2
2. How do your business efforts relate to geographic information
3. What method or methods does your firm currently use to acquire geographic information
A Aerial photography s B Satellite 6
C Maps7 D Field sampling s
E Geo. data bases 9 F._____Other 10
Questions 4 through 8 all refer back to question #3
4. How frequently is the geographic information in #3 acquired (in days)
A t1-14 B 15-18 C 19-22
D 23-26 E 27-30 F 31-34
5. What is the delay (in days) from specification of needs in #3 to receipt of geographic information
m .35_37 B _...38-40 C ,41-43
D 44.46 E __47-49 F_____50-52
6. What are your estimated yearly expenses for each category checked in question #3 enter O if not applicable
A______._.53.55 B 36.58 C ...__59-61
D 62-65 E 6s6-6 s F 69-71
7. What frequency of information acquisition would be ideal for your firm in each category checked in question #3
A 32-74 B ...._75.77 C __78-s0
D._..._....___81.83 E _.....84.86 F .87-89
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8a.
8a.
9.
10.
10.a
In which of the following areas is outdated information a problem
A Aerial photographygo B Satellite9j C Maps92 D Field sampling93
E Geo. data bases94 F Other 95
Do you think your firm is willing to incur additional expense to obtain more up to date geographic information
__yes no
How valuable is more up to date information to your firm
Very Somewhat slightly not much
What is the source of geographic information for each category checked in question #3 indicate by matching the
source of data to the current method(s) employed
1. Self collected 2. Outside services 3. Government sources 4.Other
A B C D E F
What are the key reasons your firm acquires geographic information
Regulatory requirements Capital investments Internal applications
Support client requirements Other
If your answer above is regulatory requirements, what are the key regulations that drive your need for geographic
information
10.b What are the internal applications supported by geographic information
11.
12.
For what purpose(s) does your firm use geographic information
Land cover classifications
Water monitoring
Minerals exploitation
Thermal differences
Soil monitoring
Other
Urban/demographic changes
Land attributes
What are the major features derived from geographic information
Habitats Buildings Vegetation Transportation networks
Right of Ways Minerals Effluents Thermal gradients
land elevation or contour
Water
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13. What are the two most important questions or problems you are trying to solve by applying geographic information
in #9
13.a What is important about the features under investigation
14.
14a.
14b.
What would you consider to be the most important improvements to the geographic information you now acquire,
check and rank all that apply
A .Spatial resolution B Timeliness D Cost
C Geo. location E....__Ease of use F Clarity of image
G Other
If more than one answer above is checked, please rank your responses with 1 being the most important and 7 the
least
A B C D E F G
Why are the improvements checked important to your firm
15.
16.
In what forms does your firm acquire spatial information
Hard copy modem Computer discs/tapes
Other
What geographic information is difficult or impossible to obtain now which is highly valuable
16a. Why is this information so valuable to your firm
17.
18.
Will your firm have a need for any of the following geographic information investigations in the future
Land cover classifications Thermal differences Urban/demographic changes
Water monitoring Soil monitoring Land attributes
Minerals exploitation Other
What geographic information do you consider important that you can not now obtain or purchase
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19.
20.
Annualrev,". _lnmillions)<$1
Currentumberofemployees
$1-20 $21-50 $51-100 >$100
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APPENDIX H
TELEPHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
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TELEPHONE SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRE
1.
PLEASE ASK THESE QUESTIONS IN THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE MAKING SURE TO ALLOW THE
RESPONDENT AMPLE TIME TO ANSWER EACH ITEM BEFORE ADVANCING TO THE NEXT. BE
NATURAL AND RELAXED DURING THE TELEPHONE INTERVIEW.
What is the nature and scope of your enterprise i.e. what products and/or services characterize your business.
1-2
2. How do your business efforts relate to geographic information
3-4
3. What method or methods does your firm currently use to acquire geographic information
A Aerial photography 5 B Satellite 6
C Maps7 D Field sampling 8
E Geo. data bases 9 F Other _o
Questions 4 through 8 all refer back to question #3
4. How frequently is the geographic information in #3 acquired (in days)
A .lH4 B 15-18 C -- 19-22
D 23-26 E 27-30 F 31-34
5. What is the delay (in days) from specification of needs in #3 to receipt of geographic information
A _......._.35-37 B _38-40 C_41-43
D u_ E _47-49 F _o-52
6. What are your estimated yearly expenses for each category checked in question #3 enter 0 if not applicable
A ....._.__3.55 B ,.56-58 C_59-61
D .62-65 E 6_ F .69-71
7. What frequency of information acquisition would be ideal for your firm in each category checked in question #3
A ._72_74 B 75-77 C .78-80
D 81.83 E _84-86 F 87-89
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8.
8a.
8a.
9.
10.
10.a
In which of the following areas is outdated information a problem
A Aerial photographygo B Satellitegt C Mapsg_ D Field sampling93
E Geo. data bases94 F Other 95
Do you think your firm is willing to incur additional expense to obtain more up to date geographic information
__yes no
How valuable is more up to date information to your firm
Very Somewhat slightly not much
What is the source of geographic information for each category checked in question #3 indicate by matching the
source of data to the current method(s) employed
1. Self collected 2. Outside services 3. Government sources 4.Other
A B C D E F
What are the key reasons your firm acquires geographic information
Regulatory requirements Capital investments Internal applications
Support client requirements Other
If your answer above is regulatory requirements, what are the key regulations that drive your need for geographic
information
10.b What are the internal applications supported by geographic information
11.
12.
For what purpose(s) does your firm use geographic information
Land cover classifications
Water monitoring
Minerals exploitation
Thermal differences
Soil monitoring
Other
Urban/demographic changes
Land attributes
What are the major features derived from geographic information
Habitats Buildings Vegetation Transportation networks
Right of Ways Minerals Effluents Thermal gradients
land elevation or contour
Water
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13. Whatarethe two most important questions or problems you are trying to solve by applying geographic information
in #9
13.a What is important about the features under investigation
14.
14a.
14b.
What would you consider to be the most important improvements to the geographic information you now acquire,
check and rank all that apply
A Spatial resolution B Timeliness D Cost
C Geo. location E Ease of use F Clarity of image
G Other
If more than one answer above is checked, please rank your responses with 1 being the most important and 7 the
least
A B C D E F G
Why are the improvements checked important to your firm
15.
16.
In what forms does your firm acquire spatial information
Hard copy modem Computer discs/tapes
Other
What geographic information is difficult or impossible to obtain now which is highly valuable
16a. Why is this information so valuable to your firm
17.
18.
Will your firm have a need for any of the following geographic information investigations in the future
Land cover classifications
Water monitoring
Minerals exploitation
Thermal differences
Soil monitoring
Other
Urban/demographic changes
Land attributes
What geographic information do you consider important that you can not now obtain or purchase
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20.
Annualrevenue(inmillions)<$1
Current number of employees
$1-20 $21-50 $51-100 >$100
Before leaving the interview topic be sure all of your questions have been answered and ask for comments from
the respondent.
When the questionnaire has been completed, thank your respondent(s) for his/her cooperation in compile this data
for NASA and state how helpful the information will be for both them and us to better understanding the end user
firms needs.
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APPENDIX I
PERSONAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
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PERSONAL INTERVIEW SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRE
PLEASE ASK THESE QUESTIONS IN THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE MAKING SURE TO ALLOW THE
RESPONDENT(S) AMPLE TIME TO ANSWER EACH QUESTION BEFORE ADVANCING TO THE NEXT
ITEN. TRY TO BE NATURAL AND RELAXED DURING THE INTERVIEW AND AID THE RESPONDENT
TO DO THE SAME.
What is the nature and scope of your enterprise i.e. what products and/or services characterize your business.
1-2
2. How do your business efforts relate to geographic information
3-4
3. What method or methods does your firm currently use to acquire geographic information
A Aerial photography 5 B Satellite6
C Maps 7 D Field sampling 8
E Geo. data bases 9 1_ Other 10
Questions 4 through 8 all refer back to question #3
4. How frequently is the geographic information in #3 acquired (in days)
A 11-14 B .15-18 C 19-22
D ?3-26 E 27-30 F _1-34
5. What is the delay (in days) from specification of needs in #3 to receipt of geographic information
A___.____._35-37 B____._._38-40 C_41-43
D 44-46 E .4"/-49 F .__50-52
6. What are your estimated yearly expenses for each category checked in question #3 enter 0 if not applicable
A 53-55 B_______56-ss C _9-61
D .62-65 E .6s6__ F _...69-7z
7. What frequency of information acquisition would be ideal for your firm in each category checked in question #3
A __72-74 B .75-77 C __78-80
D 81-83 E __.s.s6 F .87-89
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8. Inwhichofthefollowingareasi outdatedinformationaproblem
8a.
8a.
9.
10.
10.a
A Aerial photographygo B Satellite9 t C Maps m D Field sampling93
E Geo. data bases94 F Other 95
Do you think your firm is willing to incur additional expense to obtain more up to date geographic information
__yes no
How valuable is more up to date information to your firm
Very Somewhat slightly not much
What is the source of geographic information for each category checked in question #3 indicate by matching the
source of data to the current method(s) employed
1. Self collected 2. Outside services 3. Government sources 4.Other
A B C D E F
What are the key reasons your firm acquires geographic information
Regulatory requirements Capital investments Internal applications
Support client requirements Other
If your answer above is regulatory requirements, what are the key regulations that drive your need for geographic
information
10.b What are the internal applications supported by geographic information
11.
12.
98
For what purpose(s) does your firm use geographic information
Land cover classifications
Water monitoring
Minerals exploitation
Thermal differences
Soil monitoring
Other
Urban/demographic changes
Land attributes
What are the major features derived from geographic information
Habitats Buildings Vegetation Transportation networks
Right of Ways Minerals Effluents Thermal gradients
land elevation or contour
Water
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13. Whatare the two most important questions or problems you are trying to solve by applying geographic information
in #9
13.a What is important about the features under investigation
14.
14a.
14b.
What would you consider to be the most important improvements to the geographic information you now acquire,
check and rank all that apply
A _Spatial resolution B .Timeliness D Cost
C Geo. location E Ease of use F.____Clarity of image
G Other
If more than one answer above is checked, please rank your responses with 1 being the most important and 7 the
least
A B C D E F G
Why are the improvements checked important to your firm
15.
16.
In what forms does your firm acquire spatial information
Hard copy modem Computer discs/tapes
Other
What geographic information is difficult or impossible to obtain now which is highly valuable
16a. Why is this information so valuable to your firm
17.
18.
Will your firm have a need for any of the following geographic information investigations in the future
Land cover classifications
Water monitoring
Minerals exploitation
Thermal differences
Soil monitoring
Other
Urban/demographic changes
Land attributes
What geographic information do you consider important that you can not now obtain or purchase
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19.
20.
Annual revenue (in millions) < $1
Current number of employees
$1-20 $21-50 $51-100 >$100
Before leaving the interview topic be sure all of your questions have been answered and ask for comments and
acceptance from the respondent(s).
When the questionnaire has been completed, thank your respondent(s) for his/her/their cooperation in compiling
this data for NASA and state how helpful the information will be for both them and us to aid in better
understanding the end user firms needs.
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APPENDIX J
MAIL SURVEY SEGMENT STATEMENTS
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SEGMENT STATEMENTS FOR MAIL SURVEY
1. Agriculture: Such information might include determining soil moisture content,
determining crop yield, or identifying crop stress. Commodities brokers may use this
information to make decisions on buying or selling futures for agricultural products.
2. Forestry: Such information might include monitoring timber volume, assessing the effects
of logging, or identifying the easiest access to areas for logging.
3. Non-Renewable Extraction: Such information might include identifying potential drilling
sites for non-renewable resources, validating existing topographic maps, or monitoring for
spills at the drill site.
4. Transportation: Such information might include mapping or updating public transportation
routes, or re-routing information for ships based on ocean currents.
5. Real Estate/Development: Such information might include conducting optimal site
investigations for construction, tracking demographic trends, or mapping a residential area for
a real estate computer service.
6. Utilities: Such information might include mapping strategic locations for new phone
cables, or monitoring gas lines for leaks.
7. Environment: Such information might include studying the effects of deforestation,
identifying wetlands for protection, or monitoring the emission of pollutants into soil and
water from industry.
8. Education/Training: Such information might include capturing earth information for
display in text books or classroom lectures, or simulation programs for flight training.
9. Media/Entertainment: Such information might include providing coverage for breaking
news stores, showing changes over a period of time for a historical news piece, or
simulation, or real image base for adventure films.
10. Emergency Services: Such information might include providing insurance agents and
relief teams planning to re-build with information for an area stricken by disaster.
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APPENDIX K
CALCULATIONS
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Comparison of Current and Future Needs for GI
Investigation
Current Future Percent
Needs Needs Difference
Land Cover 58.7 60.0 1.3
Thermal Differences 7.1 17.8 10.6
Urban Demographics 43.2 44.2 1.-
Water Monitoring 25,8 36.4 10.6
Soil Monitoring 32.3 41.4 9.1
Land Attributes 65.8 55.7 -10.1
Mineral Exploration 15.5 17.1 1.6
Other 9.7 13.6 3.9
% Change in Demand
Source: Original Data 1993
28%
Calculation for Questions 5 and 7
x f fx
75 3 225
61 14 854
75 33 2475
18 53 958
229 4512
4512/229 = 19.7 = M
Mean = 19,7
Median = 166
Bi-Mode = 3 and 33
Source: Original Data 1993
x f fx
120 3 360
50 14 700
38 33 1254
1 53 53
209 2367
2367/209 = 11.32 = M
Mean = 11.32
Median = 6
Mode = 3
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APPENDIX L
DATA MANAGEMENT
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PROTOCOL FOR RESPONDING TO
REQUESTS FOR ACCESS TO DATA BASE
°
2.
°
°
All requests for access to the data base from U.S. companies should be honored.
The person or firm requesting access to the data should be notified that it is necessary
for the requester to furnish a blank magnetic disk (5 tA" or 31/2 '') and a self-addressed
return packet before the _request can be honored.
Upon receipt of the appropriate disk and envelope, the data should be copied from the
hard disk archive to the supplied disk.
A form cover letter should accompany the disk explaining the content of the disk and
listing file names. The letter should also state the technique for locating, accessing,
retrieving, and manipulating the data or the method for accessing specific pieces of
information.
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DataManagement
PersonalInterviews
When the pertinentdataandinformationhasbeencollected,the questionnaireis finalized,
andthe teamdebriefinghasbeencompleted,the resultsshouldbe transmittedto Shawna
Sharpof KPMG PeatMarwick in Washington,DC. The questionnaireswill be gatheredand
tallied alongwith accompanyingnotes, the questionnairesand accompaniednoteswill be
copiedandmailedto Mark Mick at the StennisSpaceCenter. The segmentinterview
completedby theNASA Groupwill be copiedandmailed to ShawnaSharp. The copiedwill
be transmittedto Mark Mick for additionaldataanalysis. Eachpersonaland telephone
interview datacollectioninstrumentshouldbe accompaniedby a cover sheetas identified
below.
TelephoneInterviews
The questionnairesfrom the telephoneinterviewswill becopiedalongwith the notesand a
coversheetfor each. The questionnairecopiesand notesshouldbe mailed to Mark Mick in
packagesof reasonablesizes.
Mail returns
Completedquestionnairesfrom the mail out efforts shouldbecopiedandmailed to Mark
Mick in packagesof reasonablesizeandon a timely basis. The threesetsof questionnaires
will establishtheprimary databasisfor developingthe NationalWorkshoppresentation.
Samplinglists
The KPMG PeatMarwick groupwill provideMark Mick with the samplinglists for all three
groupsin the datacollection effort (i.e. all firms receiving a mail questionnaireor being
either part of thetelephoneor personalinterviewgroups). The lists alongwith thereturned
questionnaireanddatacollection instrumentswill provide a doublecheckof the collection
systemandaid in the dataanalysis. The leaderof the environmentalmanagementsegment
will provide PeatMarwick with a list of thosefirms being interviewedasa crosscheck.
Cover Sheet
A cover sheetshouldaccompanyeachdatacollectioninstrumentfrom both the telephoneand
personalinterviews. The cover sheetshouldinclude: the date,nameof interviewedfirm,
namesof individualsbeing interviewedand thepositionswithin the firm, and the interview
teammembernames.
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Cover Sheet
Date
Interviewed Firm
Interviewees
Interview Team Leader
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DATA STORAGE
Hard Copy File System
The questionnaires used in this study are Data Collection Instruments and will be referred to
as DCIs in this document. The instruments should be stored for easy access and retrieval.
When DCI packets are received, the DCIs for each interview should be divided into one of
three file groups based on data collection method: Personal interview, telephone interview, or
mail questionnaires. The DCIs should be further sub-divided into segments as identified in
the flow of data diagram below.
Each DCI should be filed first by mode of data collection, then by segment, and finally
alphabetically by firm name. The personal interview questionnaire should be divided into the
four interview segments of Agriculture, Environment, Media/Entertainment, and
Transportation. The telephone DCIs and mail questionnaires should be divided and filed
alphabetically into the 10 segments following the diagram below.
Subsequent filing of all DCIs should follow this protocol. Information can be readily
obtained from the hard copy file system by type of collection method (group) or by segment.
Alphabetical selection can be made by referring to the firm segment first.
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FLOW OF DATA
I
Mail Questionnaires
Questionnaire Packets
I
Personal Interviews Telephone Interviews
Agriculture
Education
Emergency Services
Environment
Forestry
Media/entertainment
Non-Renewables
Real Estate
Transportation
Utilities
Agriculture
Environment
Media/entertainment
Transportation
Agriculture
Education
Emergency Services
Environment
Forestry
Media/entertainment
Non-Renewables
Real Estate
Transportation
Utilities
The DCIs should be filed alphabetically by firm in one of the above segments.
Magnetic Disk File System
The data collected from the questionnaires will be stored on a magnetic disk. The data may
then be easily accessed by uploading the files to another system or by converting the file
configuration to another use if necessary. The details of the data, pertinent data manipulation
information, and the configuration if the data in the files will be co-stored in a WordPerfect-
format file on the same disk. The configuration of the data in magnetic storage should follow
the same procedure as the hard-copy method outlined above.
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APPENDIX M
SUMMARY OF AGGREGATE & SEGMENT
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION NEEDS AND CHARTS
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APPENDIX N
COMMERCIAL REMOTE SENSING NATIONAL WORKSHOP
FOCUS SESSION CHAIRPERSONS
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APPENDIX O
INDUSTRY SOURCE SAMPLING FRAME
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